hello I'd like to give you a quick tour of my crew quarters this is where I slept during expedition 18 I started off in the Russian crew quarters in the service module but once STS 126 the Uof to flight came they brought with them the starboard and port crew quarters here in node to some assembly required thanks Andy for putting them together but here's where I sleep as my name on it and everything you can see inside on the left hand side it's my sleeping bag you can see we're strapped against the wall and we do indeed sleep standing up
I have a few personal effects you know pictures of my family my wedding band so

I don't lose it and then also a computer

here I really think it's important to have a computer inside that way I can

read my books I love love reading books

in my spare time and so you can see there's a book reader on there already

let the one of my favorite magazines you can see there's also a light inside and

some speakers in case there's an emergency the blue box you see there is

a power supply this little radiation monitor and that's pretty much it a
little handrail on the floor so we can grab it with our feet and that is our crew quarters this is what one looks like it's nice